Bowdoin defeats women’s hockey
(Continued from page 16) with more scoring chances. The MIT team certainly had the faster skaters during the first period. But the Engineers did not put this speed to their best advantage as they too often relied on slower passes and broke the ice score, the third came as confusion on the MIT bench gave Bowdoin a breakaway. Although much of the scoring was done in the first two periods, the third was the most exciting. The Engineers, who had earlier had trouble getting out of their own zone, now seemed more at ease. Their passes connected more often. The MIT defense was halting Bowdoin at their own blue line, stopping them from racing up the ice. The Engineers, with their much improved defensive play, seemed to have clicked. But it was much too late. Despite keeping the puck in the Bowdoin zone, the MIT players could manage few shots onto the net as shots were often deflected wide. The final goal of the game came with only 13 seconds left in the game on a stick-long surge by a Bowdoin player, bringing the final score to 8-1.

Suffolk, 4; MIT, 3

Suffolk again take the lead at the 13:27 mark of the second period with a goal by Brian Balut ’87, replacing at center Jeff Bates ’90 who had been injured earlier in the game, helped set up three goals with excellent forechecking. The line of Brown, Per-Gunnar Oseby ’89, and Gary Zemtener ’90 played exceptionally well despite some problems finishing plays. Peter Gasparini ’88 again put in a fine performance in goal, stopping 34 of 40 shots. The MIT men’s hockey team played its last two home games of the season next week. The Beacons face Nichols College on Wednesday, Feb. 18, and Skidmore College on Friday, Feb. 20.

Suffolk vs. MIT

MIT 1 1 1 4
Suffolk 1 1 0 3

FIRST PERIOD — MIT, Brown (Zemtener) 9:21; Suffolk, Zulon (Piracini, Demaso) 11:03.
SECOND PERIOD — Suffolk, Demas (Brown) 13:14; MIT, Zemtener (Balut) 15:49.
THIRD PERIOD — Suffolk, Hamilton (Kynastr, Giustini) 9:23; MIT, Zemtener (Brown) 17:10.
OVERTIME — MIT, Russell (Balut, Zemtener) 8:49.
SAVES — MIT, Gasparini, 33; Suffolk, Samson, 20.
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